Randomized stepped-wedge (R-SW) designs are increasingly used to evaluate interventions targeting continuous longitudinal outcomes measured at T-fixed time points. Typically, all units start out untreated, and randomly chosen units switch to intervention at sequential time points until all receive intervention. As randomization is not always feasible, non-randomized stepped-wedge (NR-SW) designs (units switching to intervention are not randomly chosen) have attracted researchers. We develop an orthogonlized generalized least squares framework for both R-SW and NR-SW designs. The variance of the intervention effect estimate depends on the number of steps (S), length of step sizes (t s ), and number of units (n s ) switched at each step (s¼1,. . ., S). If all other design parameters are equal, this variance is higher for the NR-SW than for the equivalent R-SW design (particularly if the intercepts of non-randomly stepped switching strata are analyzed as fixed effects). We focus on balanced stepped-wedge (BR-SW, BNR-SW) designs (where t s and n s remain constant across s) to obtain insights into optimality for variance of the estimated intervention effect. As previously observed for the BR-SW, the optimal choice for number of time points at each step is also t s 1 for the BNR-SW. In our examples, when compared to BR-SW designs, equivalent BNR-SW designs even with intercepts of nonrandomly stepped switching strata analyzed using fixed effects sacrifice little efficiency given an intra-unit repeated measure correlation ! 0:50. Compared to traditional difference-in-differences designs, optimal BNR-SW designs are more efficient with the ratio of variances of these designs converging to 0.75 when T > 10. We illustrate these findings using longitudinal outcomes in long-term care facilities.
Introduction
Recently developed randomized stepped-wedge (SW) designs 1, 2 are applied to longitudinal outcomes repeatedly measured at T-fixed time points in N units being placed on the new intervention over time using a staggered schedule. For the examples used in this paper, a unit is a single medical facility undergoing a facility-wide intervention with facility-level measurements taken over time. Although we do not have the person-level data within these units, we extend to such designs in Appendix 1 where units could in fact be individual persons undergoing person-level interventions against chronic conditions being measured over time. Typically, at the first time point, all units are not on the new intervention (i.e. untreated). More units (who then remain on the intervention until end of study) are switched onto the new intervention (i.e. treated) at subsequent time points. A pooled comparison of the study outcome for ''treated'' versus ''untreated'' unit-measures that adjusts for secular time effect is made. The SW designs are increasingly implemented in diverse areas including:
Let T be the number of measured time points, S be the number of these time points at which one or more units are transitioned onto intervention (i.e. ''steps'') and N be the total number of units. Typically, at the first step, all of the units start in the control (untreated) condition and baseline measurements are taken, although we expand this to allow some units treated at baseline. Once switched onto the intervention, units remain treated until the end. At the last step, often all units have switched to the intervention, but we expand to allow some units to remain untreated. Let s ¼ 1,. . ., S enumerate the ordered stratum (of units) that is switched to intervention per step. Here a stratum is a group of units that share a common characteristic, i.e. the time when the intervention is first delivered. Let A s denote the sth ''shifting strata'' (the subset of units that switched to the intervention at step s) and n s be the number of units in A s .
Let i ¼ 1, . . . , N enumerate the units with the enumeration ordered by the stratum. For instance, A 1 contains f1, 2, . . . , n 1 g, i.e. stratum s ¼ 1 with units i 2 A 1 switched to the intervention at the first step; A 2 contains fn 1 þ 1, n 1 þ 2, . . . , n 1 þ n 2 g, i.e. stratum s ¼ 2 with units i 2 A 2 switched to the intervention at the second step and so on. The number of consecutive time periods or step size per step is denoted t 0 , t 1 , . . . , t S ð Þwith P S s¼0 t s ¼ T, but note that t 0 ¼ 0 if some (i.e. n 1 ) units are already treated when the study starts. If all units have not been shifted to treatment by the end of the study, t S ¼ 0 and n S denotes the number of units never shifted onto treatment. Let j s ¼ P sÀ1 l¼0 t l denote the first time point that units in the sth stratum are treated (with j s ¼1 if some units are never treated); and Z ij denote if unit i is treated at time j (0¼no, 1¼yes) with Z ij ¼ 0 if j 5 j s and Z ij ¼ 1 if j ! j s where s is the ordered stratum that unit i belongs to. Figure 1 illustrates the general SW study where all units start out untreated (t 0 4 0), and all units are treated after the last step (t S 4 0).
We expand the general SW design to three special subcases: (1) Not all units are shifted onto treatment (or t S ¼ 0), even though the last n S units are not shifted onto treatment, they do constitute a ''shifting strata'' and step ''S'' can be thought of as ''never shifted''. Note when S ¼ 2, this subcase reduces to a DD design. (2) The study does not begin until after the first n 1 units have been put on treatment. The fact that these units are never untreated is captured by t 0 ¼ 0. (3) Both previous conditions t 0 ¼ t S ¼ 0 happen with some units started on treatment and some units never shifted to treatment. Note this subcase reduces to a parallel design when S ¼ 2.
Statistical model and orthogonal coding for design matrix
Let Y ij be the measurement at the jth time point from unit i. Again for this paper, we only have single facility-level measures over time. If there are m patient-level measures nested within each facility then " Y ij can be analyzed using the conversion in Appendix 1.
For any given unit i at time j, we can model the outcome of interest as
Here i is the main effect for unit i, j is the main effect for time j, is the effect of the intervention and " ij is random error. The intervention effect () is modeled as an ''immediate jump'' effect and remains constant in the post-intervention measurements. Now i $ Nð 0 , 2 Þ and " ij $ N 0, 2 e À Á with all previous terms being independent. Randomization, also known as random allocation of the units into shifting strata, results in each unit having an equal probability of being assigned to each of the S shifting strata. The purpose of randomization is to eliminate allocation bias and achieve shifting strata similar in baseline characteristics. 24 If we subsume the random unit deviation ( i À 0 Þ into the error term "
and is independent between different units as shown in equation (6) but has correlation ¼ 2 2 þ 2 e between two time points j and j 0 within the same unit i. As discussed in Appendix 1, we should caution that our notation for uses the wait list design or an already averaged unit as a single observation. This differs from that used in most cluster-randomized stepped-wedge design papers as our response is a single measure (Y ij ) as opposed to the average of m independent observations for a cluster i at time j ( " Y ij ). To convert between the two notations, our ¼ e e þ 1Àe m where e denotes the '''' used in ''cluster randomization notation'' papers. 12, [25] [26] [27] For a non-randomized design with S steps (and thus S shifting strata), we assume that the non-randomization is associated with the central tendency (mean) of the observations within the strata, but not otherwise with the trajectories. The mean effect is no longer a common 0 , but differs by s ðs ¼ 1, . . . , SÞ that captures the nonrandomization displacement for being in shifting stratum s. The shared random error of the unit effect (i.e. i À s Þ is again subsumed into the variance and within unit covariance of "
The model being fit for NR-SW is thus
We consider in equation (2) the strata effects (i.e. s À 0 ) to be ''fixed'' rather than ''random'' effects. 28 In many NR-SW settings, it may be hard to argue that strata effects are random (for example with respect to strata order and hence number of time points treated), normally distributed, and/or that a random effects state model is numerically stable. 29 The Hausman Test 28 for this admissibility of random effects models could be used in such settings. Or correlation of s with s could be examined, and random effects models not be used for non-zero correlation.
However, if the strata effects are considered random in the NR-SW model, then the assumption on the covariance of " Ã ij will be different from that in equation (6) . For the NR-SW with the strata effects considered random, measurements from units in different strata are independent, and the repeated measure correlation within the same unit is , but now the correlation of the error " ij and " i from two different units in the same stratum is s where 0 s as shown in (7). For both R-SW and NR-SW in equation (1) and (2), the coding for intervention effect (Z ij ) is effectively (0, 1) with 0 for control and 1 for intervention. For t 0 (possibly zero) baseline measures, all units stay in control and the coding is 0. In the ''build-up'' steps, the coding switches from 0 to 1 sequentially as j ! j s . Eventually for the last step (unless t S ¼ 0), every unit receives intervention and the coding is 1. However, to obtain an orthogonalized decomposition of the intervention parameters from the time parameters, we re-parameterize equations (1) and (2) as below
For R-SW
For NR-SW
where Z ij ¼ 0 for if j 5 j 1 or if j ! j S as all units are in the same treatment condition, otherwise for j s j 5 j sþ1
The orthogonal coding of intervention effect (5) for unit-time can be found in Appendix 2. The advantage of the proposed orthogonal coding is it simplifies the solution for the GLS estimates obtained in Section 3.
3 GLS variance formula and power estimation 3.1 General formula for GLS estimate
The matrix forms of equations (3) and (4) As shown below for the R-SW in equation (3) and the fixed effects NR-SW in equation (4), the covariance matrix V is the overall correlation matrix of " Ã ij , which is made up of N block diagonals of V 0 with all off-block diagonal matrix elements being 0. Each V 0 is the correlation matrix of repeated measures within each single unit, with dimension T.
, where
The NR-SW with the strata effects treated as random uses equation (3) but with V now being a block diagonal of shifting stratum variances V s (s ¼ 1,. . ., S) where the random strata effects are subsumed in s .
With V 0 as defined above and all V s correlations not in the V 0 being s , the intra-stratum correlation is mediated by the non-randomization selection effect. The GLS estimate for is
where Ã is a square matrix of order (S þ T) for NR-SW and (Tþ1) for R-SW. The variance of is the last diagonal element of Ã. This b is the best linear unbiased estimator (BLUE) for and uniform minimum variance (UMVU) if Y ij is normally distributed. 30 Although the inverse of Ã is complicated, the orthogonalized coded
Ã Þ, for the fixed effects NR-SW based on equation (4) with V as defined by equation (6) simplifies X 0 V À1 X with most cross-products being zero which simplifies derivation of
As Appendix 3 proves,
s is the orthogonal coding for the sth stratum in Table 3 For the fixed effects NR-SW
Note that here and elsewhere, Varð NRÀSW Þ denotes the variance for ''fixed effects'' modeling. For the R-SW, IDP ¼ 0, therefore the variance reduces to
For the same given SW design, Varð RÀSW Þ is lower with randomization of units into the shifting strata (compared to fixed effects NR-SW) by the ratio of equation (9)/equation (8) being OTDÀIDP OTD 5 1. Finally, the solution to VarðÞ for the random effects NR-SW from equation (7) is difficult as the s elements in the V s lead to numerically complicated inverses and thus is not presented here.
Both Varð NRÀSW Þ and Varð RÀSW Þ are invariant to t 0 and t S conditional on the sum t 0 þ t S ¼ E (where E denotes the number of time points where all units are homogeneous with respect to intervention assignment which occurs on the front or back ''edges'' of the SW) for an otherwise identical design. Because of the orthogonal coding, Z Ã ij ¼ 0 for j 5 j 1 and j ! j S , meaning that observations falling in these periods contribute equally to IDP and OTD and doing so only by dampening V À1 0 . For example, in a stepped-wedge design with S ¼ 3 and ðt 0 , t 1 , t 2 , t 3 Þ ¼ ð1, 1, 1, 2Þ, VarðÞ is invariant to t 0 (or t 3 ) given the sum of the two is some fixed value E where E ¼ t 0 þ t 3 ¼ 3. Thus, ðt 0 , t 3 Þ ¼ ð1, 2Þ and ðt 0 , t 3 Þ ¼ ð2, 1Þ (with t 1 ¼ t 2 ¼ 1 remaining the same) achieve the same VarðÞ since 1þ2 ¼ 2þ1 ¼ 3.
Variance and power estimation
Hussey and Hughes 12 determined power for R-SW designs by using a Wald test for intervention effect. Similarly, we consider two hypotheses for intervention effect with S steps and T total visits: H 0 : ¼ 0; H 1 : ¼ AE 1 . Here 1 is the minimum detectable difference (or effect size 1 expressed as a multiple of , i.e., 1 ¼ 1 ) for a steppedwedge design given , , N. For practical repeated measure designs, the sample sizes are often large enough to permit normal approximation of the non-central t distribution when df > 30. 31 With and being Type I and Type II errors, these are met for a given 1 if VarðÞ is such that
For the fixed effects NR-SW and the R-SW, respectively, VarðÞ is obtained from the GLS variance estimates in equations (8) and (9) . Thus, if ; is the cumulative distribution function for standard normal Nð0, 1Þ, rearranging equation (10) gives the power for conducting a two-sided test of size as
4 Balanced SW designs and optimality properties
This section focuses on a specific design we define as ''balanced'' stepped-wedge, which numerically simplifies formulas and thus enables derivation of optimality properties. The SW design is balanced if the same number of units (n 1 ¼ . . . ¼ n S ¼ n) are switched per step with equal step sizes (
For the general balanced design given t and n, starting at time tþ1, n units switch to intervention and then t measures are taken before the next switch. This continues until all units have switched and after t more measures the study ends; thus, T ¼ 1 þ S ð ÞÃt and N ¼ n Ã S. Such balanced designs could occur in practice if say it took t time points to ramp up application to n new units for each new step. Balanced designs can be either non-randomized (BNR-SW) or randomized (BR-SW). This section first presents and compares simplified formulas for variance of the fixed effects BNR-SW and BR-SW, then investigates the optimal design to find the optimal values of S (or equivalently t) to achieve greatest power for a balanced design with fixed T and N. Finally, efficiency of the optimal fixed effects BNR-SW design is compared to that of the NR-DD for any given T and .
Power and sample size estimation for balanced SW designs
For a balanced fixed effects BNR-SW design, variance in equation (8) simplifies to
Again here and elsewhere BNRÀSW denotes the estimated intervention effect for the fixed effects balanced nonrandomized model as we did not derive closed form variance estimates for random effects non-randomized models.
For a balanced BR-SW design, variance in equation (9) simplifies to
Note that equation (13) (8) and (12), the Varð NRÀSW Þ only depends on 2 and through the product ð1 À Þ 2 . To that end, this product is unchanged by application of the fixed effects NR-SW design in that 1
e . This invariance property means that the ''randomized study design'' effect parameters 2 and can be directly used in equations (8) and (12) for the estimation of the variance of the intervention effect estimate no matter the impact of the fixed effects NR-SW on the final 2 and .
Optimal t for balanced SW design
A balanced SW design may have a fixed total number of longitudinal times T because of budget and/or time constraints. For example, a study may be funded for T ¼ 6 monthly measures on each unit. Finding the optimal balanced SW design with regards to the step size t from all possible integer step sizes (t ¼ 1, 2 and 3) that can maximize power (or minimize the sample size needed to obtain a given power) would be important. We start with fixed effects balanced non-randomized designs (BNR-SW), which corresponds to finding the optimal t Ã (or equivalently S Ã ) that maximizes the power (by minimizing the variance in equation (8)), given T, N, and .
The derivative of log(Varð BNRÀSW Þ) in equation (8) with respect to S is ð
Þ and is negative for S ! 1 meaning Varð BNRÀSW Þ monotonically decreases as S increases. The optimal S Ã should be as large as possible, and the corresponding optimal t Ã should be as small as possible. Accordingly, t Ã ¼ 1 maximizes power. Likewise for randomized balanced BR-SW designs, the derivative of log(Varð BRÀSW ÞÞ in equation (13) with respect to S, is ð
ð Þ 2 , which is also negative for S ! 1 and thus is optimized by t Ã ¼ 1 as has been previously observed or surmised. 12, [25] [26] [27] In the Supplementary Appendix (available at: smm.sagepub.com), we investigate designs that are equivalent in terms of N, T, and S with (t 1 ¼ . . . ¼ t SÀ1 ¼ t) but t 0 and t S unconstrained, which we denote as ''internally balanced''. For these designs, variance is often minimized with t 0 and t S being less than t, which for t ¼ 1 is at t 0 ¼ t S ¼ 0. However, if many pre-existing baseline (t 0 ) 1) or/and post full implementation (t S ) 1) measures will be available, the Supplementary Appendix shows that reducing the number of steps (i.e. S) may increase power.
Variance ratio of balanced fixed effects designs BNR-SW to BR-SW designs
For the balanced setting with the same N, T, S and t, the ratio of Var BRÀSW
In particular, with optimal choice t Ã ¼ 1, the ratio in equation (14) reduces to
The ratio plots in Figure 2 summarize the variance comparisons for optimal balanced BR-SW versus fixed effect BNR-SW designs (t ¼ 1) as functions of T and . The ratio of variances in equation (14) converges to 1 as increases for any T, but at a slower rate as T becomes larger.
Comparing balanced fixed effects BNR-SW to NR-DD
It is also of interest to assess the relative efficiency of NR-SW compared to the more traditional NR-DD study with the same N and T as there may be settings where an investigator is not able to randomize and has to choose between SW and DD designs. The optimal NR-DD design (Fixed Effects) which minimizes Varð NRÀDD Þ switches n Ã units to intervention after b Ã time points where for N even,
The Var NRÀDD in this optimal NR-DD design is
4T
Nb Ã ðTÀb Ã Þ ð1 À Þ 2 . Taking the ratio of the variance of fixed effect balanced NR-SW versus optimal NR-DD gives equation (16) .
In particular, for optimal balanced NR-SW with t Ã ¼ 1, the variance in equation (12) (16) reduces to equation (17) . 
The ratio in equations (16) and (17) depends only on T and S (or equivalently T and t based on t ¼ T 1þS ). Figure 3 uses equation (16) to illustrate the ratio of variance for balanced fixed effects NR-SW versus optimal NR-DD for different values of t. Each symbol stands for one specific value of t. Note that to fit a balanced SW, T must be divisible by t. Under fixed effects for the same T (T > 3) and N, the ratio in equation (17) for optimal balanced NR-SW and NR-DD indicates variance when T ¼ 3. But the ratio in equation (17) increases roughly as T increases, and converges to 0.75 when T > 15. However, for a given T as t increases, the variance reduction of VarðÞ from the fixed effects NR-SW versus the optimal NR-DD, reduces and can reverse, but again for any fixed t, as T increases, the ratio decreases and converges to 0.75.
Examples from NEW JERSEY long-term care facilities
Both urinary incontinence and ulcers (bedsores) are common chronic conditions for residents that are improved by better treatment at long-term care facilities (LTCF). Five Star Quality Data 32 over seven quarters from Spring 2012 through Fall 2013 reported the average percentages of all long-stay residents that had incontinence and ulcers in each of 270 New Jersey long-term facilities. The overall quarter averaged unit average of binary outcomes with incontinence was 32 % (or 0.32) with ¼ 0:14 and correlation of repeated measures in the same unit was ¼ 0:85. For ulcers, the unit average was 9:5 % (or 0.095) with ¼ 0:0475 and ¼ 0:50. We used this normative data to guide estimation of minimal detectable effect sizes 1 for BNR-SW designs and compare these to NR-DD and BR-SW designs for a two sided ¼ 0:05, ¼ 0:20 on intervention trials that would be conducted at N ¼ 30 long-term care facilities lasting from 1.25 (T ¼ 6) years. While ranged from 0.50 to 0.85, for outcomes in New Jersey LTCF, we added ¼ 0:00 and 0:30 to provide insight into outcomes with lower .
Suppose it is impossible to plan a randomized study and one must choose between a NR-DD and a BNR-SW. Table 1 presents the minimal effect size 1 that can be detected with fixed effect analysis of BNR-SW designs for t ¼ 1, 2, and 3 from equations (10) and (12) and optimal NR-DD for b Ã ¼ T 2 . We do not consider random effects model here as it will be directionally biased for NR-DD with only two strata that are unbalanced with respect to proportions treated. Thus, using ulcers ( ¼ 0:50), with T ¼ 6 and t ¼ 1, the minimal detectable effect size from the BNR-SW fixed effects design is 1 ¼ 0.529 or 0.095 AE 0.529 Â 0.0475 which is 0.07 or !0.12. By contrast, the minimal detectable 1 ¼ 0.590 or 0.095 AE 0.590 Â 0.0475 which is 0.067 or !0.123 for an NR-DD. While the BNR-SW is preferable Figure 3 . Ratio of variance for fully balanced NR-SW to optimal NR-DD (both fixed effect designs). from this standpoint, one would have to consider if this benefit were enough if the SW design was more complicated to implement. For t ¼ 2, the BNR-SW is less efficient than the NR-DD when T ¼ 6. We caution the reader on one point for interpreting Table 1 . Often a large number of baselines with t 0 4 t measures is available from historical data where all units were untreated over a long longitudinal monitoring period meaning the t s 's can only be balanced in the future with t 0 4 t 1 ¼ . . . ¼ t s . While the full details are beyond this paper, the Supplementary Appendix (available at: smm.sagepub.com) suggests that if this is the case, the NR-DD approach becomes more favorable relative to the best possible NR-SW than what is seen in Table 1 . Now suppose a balanced SW design will be used, but the investigator wants to determine if randomization is worth the extra effort. Table 2 compares minimal detectable 1 for BR-SW (from equation (13)), BNR-SW designs analyzed as fixed effects (from equation (12)) and as random effects (calculated on computer using
BNR-SW(fixed effects) NR-DD
2 with V based on equation (7)). We let and be the same for the BNR-SW and BR-SW random/fixed effect designs since as Section 4.1 and Appendix 4 show any changes on and from non-randomization in the fixed effects NR-SW formulation cancel out. We assume s is proportional to as it seems reasonable that the level of differentiation between the non-randomized shifting strata intercepts will be proportional to the differentiation between persons. We choose s ¼ 0:1 for a small, s ¼ 0:25 for a noticeable, and s ¼ as an extreme value for intra-stratum correlation. Note the result for s ¼ 0 (no strata effects) is mathematically the same as BR-SW.
Thus, for example, with T ¼ 6, ¼ 0:85, t ¼ 1, the randomization benefit is barely noticeable with the minimal detectable 1 only dropping from 0.290 in a fixed effects BNR-SW down to 0.287 in a R-SW. However, for ¼ 0 when T ¼ 6, t ¼ 1, the minimal detectable 1 drops from 0.749 in a fixed effects BNR-SW down to 0.572 in the BR-SW. The BR-SW performs better than both fixed and random effects BNR-SW, and the random effects BNR-SW is more powerful than fixed effect BNR-SW in terms of minimum detectable effect size particularly as s decreases. However, for larger values of ð ! 0:50Þ, as was seen in New Jersey LTCF outcomes, the differences between minimal detectable 1 between even BR-SW and fixed effects BNR-SW are very small. This suggests that if ! 0:50, the penalty for doing BNR-SW instead of BR-SW on the variance of estimated intervention effect may be ignorable and also that a BNR-SW design should be analyzed as fixed rather than random effects to avoid bias. For smaller ð 0:30Þ, well below the range of what we saw for outcomes in New Jersey LTCF, the range between minimal detectable 1 from BR-SW and random/fixed effects NR-SW is larger. In these settings, it may be more important to fit BR-SW or use random effects analysis on BNR-SW to preserve power. However, other designs such as randomized parallel may be preferable to the SW if 0:30. 26 
Conclusion
This paper presents generalized stepped-wedge designs expanded to non-randomized settings. An orthogonalized framework for estimating GLS variance and corresponding power for intervention effects is developed assuming compound symmetry for intra-unit correlation of repeated measures. With the above orthogonal coding for intervention effect, we showed the following properties. First, for any given SW design, randomized unit allocation achieves greater power than does non-randomized allocation analyzed using fixed effects due to the added IDP penalty term in the denominator of the NR-SW variance estimate (i.e. equation (8) versus equation (9)). Second, for any otherwise equivalent R-SW and NR-SW fixed effect design, the GLS power estimate is invariant to t 0 ðor t S Þ conditional on the sum t 0 þ t S ð¼ EÞ because observations falling in those two edges contribute equally to the GLS variance.
To further investigate the optimal design in terms of power, we focused on the balanced SW design that simplifies variance formulas to equations (12) and (13) . For both BR-SW and BNR-SW using fixed effects for a given T, the power increases as step size (t) decreases and thus the optimal design for both BR-SW and BNR-SW is with t Ã ¼ 1. In a more comprehensive investigation of optimality for the R-SW, Lawrie et al. 27 also observed optimization at t Ã ¼ 1, but as their analysis allowed n s to vary (we did not), they observed having
For power approximation in balanced SW designs, the advantage of random allocation decreases as increases and becomes ignorable when ! 0:50. Therefore, for in this range, as was the case for our illustrative example of New Jersey LTCF, we believe a BNR-SW design even analyzed using fixed effects may achieve very similar power as does the comparable BR-SW design. However, potential biases from differential secular trends in nonrandomized designs need to be considered. 33 For small values of (i.e. 5 0:30), we suggest researchers should be cautious to use NR-SW instead of R-SW and perhaps not use any SW design at all. However, in this range of , use of random effects rather than fixed effects analyses to model the non-randomized strata effects considerably improves power in the BNR-SW design. Thus, further research into whether the strata effects could be modeled as random effects in a NR-SW design may be warranted.
In non-randomized settings with fixed T and N, we discovered that the optimal BNR-SW (t Ã ¼ 1) is always better than optimal NR-DD in terms of lower variance for the intervention effect estimate. More specifically, for all t the relative efficiency of BNR-SW to NR-DD increases as T increases, but the ratio of variance eventually converges to 0.75 as T gets larger. For any fixed T, as the step size t increases, the advantage of BNR-SW to NR-DD gets smaller and eventually reverses to favor NR-DD.
Several limitations should be mentioned. We assumed a constant intervention effect across unit and time, which could be extended by modeling an interaction term of intervention and time and/or including intervention heterogeneity into the covariance structure. While compound symmetry might be a usable approximation if the intra-unit repeated measure correlation does not change or decays slowly over time, 31 there may be cases where time decay is too large for CS to be reasonable. In such cases, extension to Toeplitz decay covariance structures may yield a better power estimation. Analytical-based methods get much more complicated in random effects NR-SW models due to the additional level of intra-stratum correlation; it is unclear if simple variance estimates can be achieved for this setting. As is often done for stepped-wedge studies, we assumed normality or that sample size was large enough for the central limit theorem do hold. Future work on simulation-based methods may be promising to address all of the above issues because they provide flexible alternatives in power and sample size calculation that can deal with specific features of given studies at hand. 34 In conclusion, researchers have recognized the usefulness of stepped-wedge designs in recent years. 2, 12, 25, 35 While considerable development has been made into deriving variance estimates of the intervention effect, this process is still at the beginning for randomized designs and to our knowledge has not been explored for the nonrandomized setting. We developed an orthogonalized least squares framework for both R-SW and NR-SW in which number of steps (S), length of step sizes (t s ), and number of units switched at each step (n s ) can be varied. We then focused on balanced settings to obtain insights on optimal designs in terms of power. While BR-SW always achieved lower variance for the intervention effect estimate than did BNR-SW designs, the differences are small for ! 0:50. Compared to the traditional NR-DD design, optimal BNR-SW (t Ã ¼ 1) is more efficient. As the length of step size t increases in BNR-SW, the advantage over NR-DD gets smaller and eventually reverses. Further, as the Supplementary Appendix (available at: smm.sagepub.com) implies, a large number of historical untreated baseline time points may further shift the advantage to the NR-DD approach. Future work perhaps including structured simulations may help to clarify numerous unresolved issues.
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We then apply the inverse of the partitioned matrix to B 22 as below. Therefore,
Where the full expansions of OTD, IDP and OTD-IDP are
Note that in the R-SW design from equation (3) study design population can be used in equation (8) and equation (12) 
